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Foreword
Currently, the London Inter-Bank Offered Rate
(LIBOR) underpins USD350 trillion worth of financial
contracts. The rate is based on good faith estimates
and expert judgment of the risk involved in unsecured
interbank lending. Recently, its integrity and reliability
have come into question as it has been susceptible to
manipulation.
The manipulation of reference rates by market
participants, compounded by a shift away from
interbank unsecured borrowing as a source of
funding, has led to this crisis of faith and diminished
confidence in benchmark interest rates. The
decreased liquidity and manipulation scandals are
sources of vulnerability and systemic risk.
The Financial Stability Board (FSB) undertook the
effort to overhaul major interest rate benchmarks,
while ensuring that plans for reformation are
consistently applied by market participants in a wellcoordinated manner and that the new benchmark
rates are robust and appropriately used.
In July 2013 the FSB established an Official Sector
Steering Group (OSSG) to focus on the existing
interest rate benchmarks and to identify alternatives.
The FSB published its recommendations on interest
rate benchmarks in July 2014. Increasingly, banks
are transitioning away from unsecured lending and

moving towards a risk-free environment where
transactions are supported by collateral.
The decreasing number of actual transactions is
making it more difficult for panel banks to submit
daily estimates of LIBOR. Additionally, the Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA) will not compel banks to
submit LIBOR data post 2021. This results in a clear
impetus to implement alternative risk-free rate
benchmarks globally.
The uncertainty about the future of LIBOR, coupled
with the large volume of financial transactions and
products tied to the rate, has resulted in the need for
transition planning. Across major geographies, such
as U.S., U.K., Europe, Switzerland, and Japan, the
transition to rates such as SOFR (Secured Overnight
Financing Rate), SONIA (Sterling Overnight Index
Average), SARON (Swiss Average Rate Overnight),
ESTER (Euro Short-Term Rate) and TONAR (Tokyo
Overnight Average Rate) has already begun.
KPMG in India is actively connecting with global
teams to address the issues arising from the global
benchmark reform. Keeping the clients’ requirements
at the forefront, KPMG in India is working towards
incorporating alternative benchmarks into the risk
management systems of the future.

Rajosik Banerjee
Partner and Head
Financial Risk Management
KPMG in India
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Introduction
Since its inception in the 1970s, LIBOR has been
used as a reference rate for transactions and pricing
models and is referenced by USD350 trillion worth
of financial contracts. But over the past decade, its
importance has been tainted by scandals. In addition,
incentivised by capital requirements, as banks move
away from interbank lending and borrowing, LIBOR
has become less representative of the financial risks
associated with a bank.
By the end of 2021, banks will not be compelled to
submit LIBOR as a benchmark rate. In its place, new
benchmark rates are being suggested. Globally, U.S.,
U.K., Europe, Switzerland and Japan are leading the
transition away from LIBOR.
These new benchmark rates will be risk free rates.
They will be based on liquid funding markets for
banks which consist of both interbank and wholesale
funding. Countries are already publishing and using
these new rates to write new contracts. The most

important alternatives are - SOFR (U.S.), SONIA
(U.K.), ESTER (Europe), SARON (Switzerland), TONAR
(Japan). The differing risk characters of the new rates
may lead to increased basis risk. Institutions must
proactively assess the impact of the change on their
balance sheets.
In India, the transition affects external commercial
borrowings (ECB), LIBOR linked interest-rate
swaps and cross-currency swaps and MIFOR linked
contracts. MIFOR is calculated directly from USD
LIBOR. The impact of LIBOR transition in the Indian
market is apparent.
As the world shifts away from LIBOR to the new
risk free rates (RFRs), banks, financial institutions
and corporations have to retool their employees
and clients, rethink their strategies and review their
infrastructure to keep up with the biggest change in
world of finance.
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Timeline
3 April 2018
SOFR publication
begins in the U.S.

2018

23 April 2018
Reformed SONIA publication begins in the U.K.
7 May 2018
CME launches SOFR futures
18 May 2018
ECB announces ESTER
25 October 2018
FASB approved SOFR OIS as benchmark rate

2019

First quarter of 2019
Trading begins in cleared USD OIS swaps
that reference SOFR in current PAI and
discounting environment
16 May 2019
ISDA publishes consultation
on fallback and updates definition
October 2019
ESTER publication to begin
End of 2019
Publication of 2019 ISDA definitions

2020 - 2021

First quarter of 2020
CCP’s completes accepting new/
modified swap contracts utilising new
discount curve
Second quarter of 2021
CCP’s no longer accept new swap contracts for clearing
with EFFR as PAI and discounting
End of 2021
Creation of forward looking SOFR term
reference rate
End of 2021
LIBOR submission compulsion ceases
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Impacted institutions
and products
The changing of international benchmarks will shift
the way different institutions utilise products tied
to these new rates. The impact will be felt across
institutions and various products. Apart from banks,
all types of financial institutions such as pension
funds, insurance firms, mutual funds, etc. will have to
strategise how to adapt to the changing benchmarks.

Institutions will have to rethink how funds are raised
in foreign currencies and consequently distributed
across various assets. The risk characteristics of
products such as external commercial borrowings,
interest rate swaps, cross currency swaps will vary as
the rate they are benchmarked to shifts from LIBOR
to RFR.

Impacted institutions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Banks
Pension funds
Insurance firms
Corporations
Hedge funds
Mutual funds
Private equity firms
Venture capitalist firms.

Impacted products
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

External commercial borrowings
Forward rate notes
Interest rate swaps
Cross currency swaps
Interest rate options
Corporate bonds
Credit default swaps
Repos and reverse repos.
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Building blocks of
an ideal benchmark
Not prone to manipulation and provide
accurate picture of the money market

Referenced by products that are traded
in liquid markets

1 4
2 5
3 6

Prevent exposure to basis risk on
balance sheet as a benchmark for term
lending and funding

Reflect embedded credit risk in banks

Act as a perfect forward rate to prevent
internal arbitrage
Price instruments at different tenors
as relevant reference rate beyond the
money market

The new RFRs offer the following improvements:
Reduce basis risk: As
funding shifts to secured
wholesale funding, RFRs
will reduce basis risk
between assets and
liabilities

Reduce manipulation by
incorporating realised
transactions: The new
rates are grounded in
more actual transactions
associated with banks’
funding activities than its
predecessor

Align with regulators:
The new RFRs comply
with the European Union
benchmark regulation

Alternative reference rates
Rate
SOFR

Rate
Reformed SONIA

Rate
SARON

Rate
TONAR

Rate
ESTER

Administrator
Federal Reserve
Bank of New York

Administrator
Bank of England

Administrator
SIX Exchange

Administrator
Bank of Japan

Type
Unsecured

Type
Secured

Type
Unsecured

Administrator
European
Central Bank

Type
Secured

$

Type
Unsecured

¥

€
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Re-thinking risk
management
RFRs have differing risk characteristics from the erstwhile IBORs and even amongst themselves, prompting banks and
financial institutions to rethink risk management from a strategic and accounting point of view.
Choice of term rates
Overnight rates (RFRs)
Ideal term rate would reflect the marginal cost of funding for the banks or financial institutions
Term rates

Based on term funding
instruments

Based on RFR-linked
derivatives

Forward looking rates

Backward looking
rates

Term rates based on
funding instruments
reflect the marginal
cost of funding of the
institution. These rates
are affected by changing
credit and term liquidity
premia.

Term rates based on
derivatives used to hedge
fluctuations in the O/N rates
reflect the market-implied
expected path of the O/N
rates. These rates do not
embed any credit or term
liquidity premia.

Term rates are known
at the beginning of the
compounding period.
Hence, they incorporate
future expectations of
market conditions.

Term rates based on
realised O/N rates and
calculated at the end of
compounding period.
Hence, they are slow to
respond to changing
market conditions.

The calculation of derivative based term rates requires enough liquidity in the market for RFR linked derivatives. Even
when enough liquidity is present, these term rates derived will not reflect the marginal cost of funding for the institution
if its funding mix tilts towards unsecured wholesale funding. The choice of term rates will have an impact on
asset-liability management and the associated accounting challenges.
Increased source of Basis Risk

Basis risk due to variations amongst RFRs

Basis Risk due to variations between RFRs
and other funding instruments

Leg linked to unsecured RFR (eg SONIA)

Marginal cost of funding (liability)

Leg linked to secured RFR (eg SOFR)

RFR-linked assets

Cross-country transactions are affected by increased
basis risk as RFRs vary in their risk characteristics
across regions. For example, banks that raise funds
in foreign currencies and then enter a cross-currency
basis swap to hedge the additional funding risks will
be exposed to even more basis risk if the benchmark
in their home country is secured but the benchmark in
the foreign country is unsecured or vice versa.

When their marginal cost of funding diverges from
interest rates earned on their RFR linked assets,
banks may be exposed to higher basis risk. RFRs
that are based on secured transactions will not
include an embedded credit risk but, term funding
instruments will include compensation for credit
risk and term liquidity risk. During a flight to safety,
secured and unsecured rates may even diverge,
further increasing the basis risk.

Banks will have to rethink how to adequately hedge the additional basis risk in the world of new benchmarks.
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Risk Management Challenges

Key challenges
Technical issues (fallback tenor and credit spread) – basis risk
The new RFRs are overnight indices and currently have no term structure thus, legal fallbacks must
be agreed upon. Credit risk implications vary based on whether the transactions underlying the
rate are secured or unsecured.
Liquidity
Liquidity in the new RFR based products is essential for wider market participants to adopt
the alternate rates as a replacement for LIBOR.

Valuation and risk management models
Changes to risk models, valuation tools/systems, product design, existing hedging strategies, and
forecast transactions will be required as the transition to alternative reference rates will impact a
firms’ market risk characteristics.

Infrastructure
Modification of existing controls and processes will be necessary to account for transition-related
impacts. A broad range of impacted systems, especially trade data repositories, core retail and
commercial banking systems, may need to be upgraded.

Accounting Challenges

Legal aspect: operational and conduct risk
The transition introduces conduct risks as the benchmarks and spreads applied will be changed.
Large scale changes in legal documentation, models and curves introduces significant operational
risk. Amendments to contracts require significant up-front transition costs.

Impacted products
All existing and new contracts for derivatives, loans, bonds, and mortgages that refer LIBOR will be
impacted. Fallback language for amending the contracts must be agreed upon.

Tax
Both direct and indirect taxes may be affected by a change in the fair value of contracts. Regulatory
tax structures might be subject to changes. Tax payments on gains may require immediate
recognition as contract renegotiation or closeout occur.
Hedge accounting
As the fair value of contracts change, hedge accounting will need to be re-looked at, as previous
hedges may not cancel out anymore in the new regime of RFRs.
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Operational Challenges

Clear timeline and lagging regulation
A clear timeline has not been defined for transition across the industry or across regions. Mismatched
transitions add the risk of unnecessary losses to counterparties. Additionally, regulators need to inform
stakeholders about the changes in regulation that could follow from the decommissioning of LIBOR.
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Implementation
roadmap
01
Phase I:
Programme
and change
management

02
Phase II: Identify
affected products/
contracts

• Review
• An organisationdocumentation
wide Steering
and valuation
Committee across
information
the different areas,
to identify all
business lines
products directly
and geographical
and indirectly
locations will lead
impacted by the
the change
transition
• Identify metrics
to monitor the
progression of the
LIBOR transition

• Evaluate actions
to transition
priority areas
efficiently

• Representatives
should participate
in various industry
/ regulatory
discussions and
report back to
the Steering
Committee

• Identify underlying
hedge accounting
relationships and
review proposed
market rate
changes based
on product and
jurisdiction

03
Phase III: Client
outreach and
education
• Based on the
results of the
documentation list
and other criteria,
identify the clients
to be contacted
ahead of the
transition
• Develop education
materials to be
used with clients,
and conduct
workshops and
trainings for
clients if required

04
Phase IV: Adopt
alternative rate
• Assess the
economic impact
of new rates,
accounting /
reporting changes
and determine tax
implications
• Evaluate the
existing exposures
to LIBOR and
consider potential
risks to client
portfolios
• Secure any
necessary
regulatory
approval, develop
plans to promote
market liquidity
and begin
transacting using
new risk-free rate

05
Phase V: Post
transition activities
• Perform quality
assurance tests
on the transitioned
contracts to
ensure that the
necessary updates
have been made
to the books and
records
• Data checks must
be immediately
identified and
remedial action
be put into place
to reduce risks
arising from
inaccurate data.

• Enhance process
and controls
framework to
incorporate new
processes
• Assess potential
risks by
performing go-live
readiness testing
and remediation
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Way forward for
different functions
Regulators such as the RBI, SEBI, FEDAI will
collectively play a key role in the transition.
Considering the scheduled timelines, discussion on
the impact of transition should be initiated at the
earliest, so that there are no significant challenges.
KPMG in India’s professionals are currently
spearheading the effort at numerous firms to
structure the initial LIBOR transition plan that includes

enterprise-wide governance, contract identification,
strategic planning, and the inventory of systems,
infrastructure, and functions that require change.
There is a critical need to use artificial intelligence
capabilities such as natural language processing and
machine learning in parallel with a flexible approach
that keeps end-users and customers at the forefront
of the transition plan.

Business and front office
• Identify lines of business in scope and economic sensitivity impact of transition
• Organisation-wide product inventory
• Transform risk management to account for added hedging risk, basis risk and legal risk
• Educate clients on the impact of the transition
Valuation and market risk
• Quantify impact on valuation of products
• Manage risk arising from the transition (hedging risk, basis risk)
• Review vendors and monitor their transition from IBOR
• Review models and market risk sensitivity
Treasury, finance, accounting and tax
• Manage internal funding across ALM
• Change issuance and hedging programs
• Analyse the implications on transfer pricing, hedge accounting and forecast transactions
• Identify the impact of discounting and differences in tax treatment or payments due
Operations, IT, infrastructure
• Manage collateral, cash flows, settlements, confirmations and technology enhancements
• Identify existing infrastructure components that will be impacted
• Adjust support systems such as trade capture, payment systems, inter-company funding
arrangements
Legal and compliance
• Renegotiate/rewrite the existing legacy contracts
• Identify fallback provisions if any
• Convey the legal consent and statutory obligations in the contracts to clients
• Perform periodic regulatory tracking and impact analysis of the transition
• Formulate the various regulatory requirements and treatment of RFRs across jurisdictions
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Glossary
Abbreviation:

Definition

LIBOR

London inter-bank offered rate

FSB

Financial stability board

OSSG

Official sector steering group

RFR

Risk free rate

FCA

Financial conduct authority

SOFR

Secured overnight financing rate

SONIA

Sterling overnight index average

SARON

Swiss average rate overnight

TONAR

Tokyo overnight average rate

EU

European union

ECB

European central bank

EU BMR

European union benchmark regulation

ESTER

Euro short-term rate

FEDAI

Foreign Exchange Dealers Association of India

CME

Chicago mercantile exchange

MIFOR

Mumbai interbank forward outright rate

MIBOR

Mumbai interbank offered rate

RBI

Reserve Bank of India

SEBI

Securities and Exchange Board of India

CCP

Central counterparty

ISDA

International Swaps and Derivatives Association

FASB

Financial accounting standards board
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